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ENVIRONMENTAL
REGULATION IN THE

ANTARCTIC*

GERALD S. SCHATZ**

Enshrining environmental policy in an in-
ternational agreement ordomestic statute may
be far easier than actually regulating conduct
in accord with that policy. Long experience
and recent developments in Antarctic environ-
mental regulation illustrate some of the prob-
lems that can arise, including bureaucratic
inertia, technological difficulties, potential con-
flicts of laws, and questions of enforceability.

Ordinary human activities in remote places
are not normally the province of international
law and controls. International institutions are
usually not concerned with the logistics of
remote scientific stations, with accommoda-
tion of tourism and various explorations, or
with how and where small numbers of people
should dispose of wastes.

By comparison, domestic environmental
regulation rests on a reasonably convenient
nexus of geography, authority, jurisdiction,
scientific and technical information, and hu-
man activities. The interplay of authorities,
advisors, and interests is relatively direct in
domestic environmental regulation. In Antarc-
tic affairs the regulatory dynamic is simpler in
conception but much clumsier in practice.

The actual regulation of environmental
conduct in an international regime requires
sensitivity not only to juridical circumstances
but also to specific purposes, political pro-
cesses, scientific and technical problems, and
legal and practical issues of enforcement.
This paper examines the international and
domestic legal aspects of four disparate sub-
jects of concern in environmental protection
policy and practice in U.S. Antarctic involve-
ment: (1) protection against anthropogenic per-
turbation of biological research sites in the
vicinity of Palmer Station; (2) environmental
impact assessment; (3) waste disposal; and
(4) the U.S. National Science Foundation's
own Antarctic regulatory responsibilities. Ant-
arctica is not unprotected, nor is Antarctic

environmental regulation dramatically deficient.
Nevertheless, this examination suggests the
need for far more attention to purpose, en-
forceability, and efficacy.

The individuals and organizations involved
in Antarctic environmental matters somewhat
overlap those involved in other international
and domestic environmental issues and bring
to Antarctic questions at least some of the
assumptions they have formed in connection
with their experiences. But the logic, values,
and norms of environmental decision for the
Antarctic differ greatly from those for other
areas. While garbage, trash, wildlife protec-
tion, local site protection, and pollution control
are domestic as well as Antarctic concerns,
the differences between domestic environ-
mental regulation and environmental regula-
tion in the Antarctic extend not only to venues
and values but also to scale:

Considerations of impact on the Ant-
arctic environment need to come to
terms with problems of scale. On the
one hand, there are the vastnesses of
the Antarctic ice sheet and the South-
ern Ocean, both with an enormous
buffering capacity to absorb the im-
pacts of man's activities. On the other
hand, there are small, coastal, ice-
free areas, homes of birds, seals,
primitive plants and other forms of life
down to the microscopic, where the
impact of man's activities can be very
considerable.

The view of most of those who go to
the Antarctic and are able to see at
firsthand man's impact on it ... tends
to be strongly influenced by their im-
mediate experience of the station or
stations they visit or live in. Some
stations have larger environmental
iripact than others; to a considerable
extent the impact is related to the
scale of research activities and logis-
tics that are carried on from them. But
those who have had the opportunity to
get away from these stations and their
concentrations of human impact ...
will have been able to appreciate how
limited in scope are the environmental
effects.'

* This paper was presented on October 26, 1991 at The Dickinson School of Law as part of the
Symposium on Environmental Regulation: The Global Perspective, sponsored by the Environ-
mental Law Society, the International Law Society and the Student Bar Association.

**Former environmental protection policy advisor, U.S. Antarctic Program. Law Student, District
of Columbia School of Law. B.A. 1967, San Francisco State College.
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Environmental regulations usually deal
with extensive perturbations and widely felt
biophysical effects. Antarctic environmental
regulation deals with small-scale activities and
highly localized (though not necessarily insig-
nificant) effects, some of which diminish our
ability to conduct Antarctic environmental re-
search.2 These dissonances, coupled with the
disparate experiences of the individuals de-
crying Antarctica's environmental problems
and the individuals who must cope with the
harsh Antarctic environment, have consider-
able implications for the future of Antarctic
environmental regulation.3

Whether arising from the Antarctic scien-
tific, technical, and diplomatic communities,
from domestic or international political con-
cerns, or from bureaucratic isolation and iner-
tia, the assumptions that go into Antarctic
environmental regulation ought to be consid-
ered critically. Some changes may be in order.
Genuine environmental concern is inadequate
without practical law. There must be a focus
on the practicalities of regulation and enforce-
ment.

1. THE ANTARCTIC TREATY REGIME AND
THE U.S. ANTARCTIC PROGRAM

The Antarctic Treaty Regime

U.S. activities in the Antarctic are subject
to regulation under a combination of interna-
tional and domestic law. The over-arching
international regime is the Antarctic Treaty,4
which prohibits member states from asserting
or derogating claims to territorial jurisdiction5 in
the region and requires Treaty members ac-
tive in the area to consult periodically on issues
of common concern, including logistics and
environment.6

The regulatory system established by
Article IX of the Antarctic Treaty is undergoing
major change, with little considered but impor-
tant implications for the regime and for U.S.
regulation pursuant to the regime. The statu-
tory operation of Article IX is simple. The
consultative parties meet regularly, in the past
generally every two years, to consider prob-
lems arising in the area and to recommend
appropriate precautionary measures to their
respective governments. A measure becomes
"effective" upon the approval of all the govern-
ments that were entitled to participate in the
consultative meeting that recommended it.'

In operation as a framework for multina-
tional cooperation, Article IX has to be viewed
in a political light as well. The scheme is
permissive; it permits the imposition of man-
dates, but the consultative parties almost in-
variably hold back and instead cast measures
in the form of recommendations. What it
means for an agreed upon measure to be-
come "effective" is unclear. Is the measure
effective, or is it the recommendation that is
effective? Notwithstanding this ambiguity, the
consultative parties generally have treated the
growing array of recommended measures as
at least customary law under the Antarctic
Treaty.8 Compliance is left to the discretion of
the individual member states, as would be the
situation politically no matter what the phrase-
ology of the recommended measures.

The United States, with one major excep-
tion, has regularly agreed to the recommenda-
tions under the Treaty but has not given them
the type of treatment that would install them as
U.S. law. The President has not submitted
U.S. approvals of Antarctic Treaty recom-
mended measures to the Senate for advise
and consent; so, under U.S. law they fall into
the vague category of executive agreements.

The exception is the Antarctic Conserva-
tion Act of 1978,9 the implementing legislation
sought by the Executive Branch and granted
by Congress to permit the United States to
regulate its nationals in accord primarily with
one particular Article IX recommendation, a
set of Agreed Measures for the Conservation
of Antarctic Fauna and Flora 0, and in accord
with special site protections developed later
(in the form of Article IX recommendations)
pursuant to the Agreed Measures.

Now the structure and content of Antarc-
tic Treaty consultative regulation, the honor-
system norms of Antarctica, are becoming
vulnerable to conflict-of-laws problems. In an
attempt to establish procedures for dealing
with potential mineral-resource issues and in
response to pressure for increased Antarctic
environmental protection, in 1989 the consul-
tative parties called for "the further elabora-
tion, maintenance and effective implementa-
tion of a comprehensive system for the protec-
tion of the Antarctic environment and its de-
pendent and associated ecosystems . ...
The resulting agreement was submitted to
their respective governments by representa-
tives at a special Article IX consultative meet-
ing held in June, 1991, and was signed on
October 4, 1991, by 31 countries, including23
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of the 26 Antarctic Treaty consultative parties.
The remaining consultative party signatures
were expected soon thereafter.12 The agree-
ment13 banned Antarctic mineral exploitation
for at least 50 years, and established certain
other environmental protections.

The agreement is something new in Ant-
arctic regulation. The consultative parties
termed it not a recommendation but a protocol
(to the Antarctic Treaty) with annexes on envi-
ronmental impact assessment, conservation
of fauna and flora, waste management, and
marine pollution and phrased the text in im-
perative language ("The Parties shall . . ."),
including the following: "Each Party shall take
appropriate measures within its competence,
including the adoption of laws and regulations,
administrative actions and enforcement mea-
sures, to ensure compliance with this Proto-
col."14

Upon entry into force, the agreement will
arguably have the effect of superseding older
Article IX measures wherever they might con-
flict. The annexes are amendable under nor-
mal Antarctic Treaty consultative procedures."
The protocol binds its parties to cooperate
"with a view to ensuring the achievement" of its
objectives and "avoiding any interference with
the achievement of the objectives and prin-
ciples" of "the other international instruments
in force within the Antarctic Treaty sys-
tem . ."16 Herein lies a potential conflict-of-
laws problem. The problem is theoretical only
until the time comes for enforcement under
implementing national legislation (assuming
that the protocol and its annexes enter into
force).

Until then, at least the intent of the Article
IX recommended measures is clear, although
applicability and enforceability remain uncer-
tain."

The United States Antarctic Program
The U.S. Antarctic Program, which con-

sists of the U.S. Antarctic Research Program
and its logistical support, has long been the
largest and most visible-human activity in the
Antarctic. Excepting Antarctic oceanography,
in which U.S. government budget cuts have
led to the eclipse of U.S. activity by other
Antarctic countries, the United States contin-
ues to operate Antarctica's biggest program of
science and associated support.

One additional and important exception
depends on definition. The National Science

Foundation (NSF), the lead agency for the
U.S. Antarctic Program, does not give high
priority to mapping and environmental de-
scription as supportable science. The work
most likely to get NSF science money is basic
research at the scientific frontiers, work that
promises to advance the fundamental scien-
tific disciplines. This exception has important
implications for Antarctic environmental regu-
lation, notably for protection of sites of special
value for reasons of science or conservation.
Effective site protection planning is handi-
capped severely by a lack of adequate site
description and maps, and adequate maps are
crucial to site protection enforcement.

U.S. Antarctic Program operations in-
clude a major airlift; air and marine logistical
staging facilities and year-round laboratories
at McMurdo Station, on Ross Island; year-
round research and the requisite logistical
support at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Sta-
tion; marine biology at and near Palmer Sta-
tion, located on Anvers Island, west of the
Antarctic Peninsula; short-term tent camps;
and ship-borne oceanography.18 The NSF's
Division of Polar Programs manages the pro-
gram, which has its roots in the brute-force
expeditionary science and logistics of the 1957-
1958 International Geophysical Year.'9 The
Division's scientific program officers are pre-
occupied with processing grant applications,
while its logisticians are preoccupied with
managing a complicated, remote life-support
system .20

The scope of the U.S. Antarctic Program
illustrates the range of environmental protec-
tion problems likely to arise from Antarctic
research. The program's experience and con-
duct have been. variously sensitive to2' and
oblivious of22 environmental concerns and sug-
gest the range of challenges to environmental
regulation of Antarctic research and its logisti-
cal support. This examination is not intended
to suggest that other nations' Antarctic envi-
ronmental performance is better or worse than
that of the U.S. Antarctic Program. This
examination is rather a review of illustrative
problems of actual regulation of an Antarctic
research program and not a comparison.

In 1987, the Division of Polar Programs
began a systematic look at the program's
environmental responsibilities. That year, the
Division developed an environmental protec-
tion plan,2 3 revised and formally issued the
following summer as the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram Environmental Protection Agenda.24 The
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agenda provided, among other things, for a
thorough review of environmental law under
which the program operates25 and for the
regular undertaking of environmental assess-
ments and impact studies26 prior to committing
activities considered likely to have a signifi-
cant, direct environmental impact.27 The
Foundation's Office of General Counsel com-
pleted the legal review of the agenda in late
1989.28 As of mid-1991, the Division still
lacked a regulatory mechanism to ensure the
conduct of environmental assessment and
impact studies.

The program's experience with site pro-
tection, environmental assessment, waste dis-
posal, and its own regulatory responsibilities
reflects distinctive sets of problems and a lack
of concern not for the environment but for
enforceability and enforcement.

II. THE REGULATORY EXPERIENCE

Site Protection
Two procedural avenues are available for

protection of special Antarctic sites. One is a
panoply of special site designations; e.g., Spe-
cially Protected Areas,29 designated historic
sites and monuments, Sites of Special Scien-
tific Interest,o Marine Sites of Special Scien-
tific Interest,31 and others. Provisions for the
protection of these sites are a result of mea-
sures recommended by Antarctic Treaty con-
sultative meetings. Typically, the consultative
meetings designate special sites upon the
recommendation of the International Council
of Scientific Unions' Scientific Committee on
Antarctic Research (SCAR).32 The process of
designating a site for protection is slow and
complex.

An alternative orcomplementary approach
for regulation of special Antarctic sites is the
establishment of station rules to govern not
territory but behavior and to make compliance
a condition of admission to a given station.31

As of mid-1 991, the National Science Founda-
tion had yet to establish formal rules for any
U.S. Antarctic station.

Facing increasing tour disruption of
research activities and the possibility that tour-
generated pollution might contaminate
biological research sites, the Division of Polar
Programs sought the help of the National
Academy of Sciences' Polar Research Board,
which serves as a science advisor to the NSF
Division of Polar Programs and as U.S.
national committee for SCAR.

Noting Palmer Station's dependence on
local research sites and the area's vulnerabil-
ity to ecological perturbation from both tourism
and careless research logistics, in April 1988
the Division of Polar Programs proposed that
the Palmer area be designated a Site of Spe-
cial Scientific Interest, with commensurate
restrictions and limitations to discourage tours
in the vicinity.34 The Marine Mammal Commis-
sion proposed alternatively that the Palmer
area be designated as a multiple-use manage-
ment area, pioneering a new kind of Antarctic
site protection, and promised to sponsor a
conference of U.S. specialists to consider the
matter. 5

Meanwhile, SCAR conservation special-
ists stiffened the informal requirements for the
blessing of site-protection proposals. If
special sites were to be earmarked for protec-
tion because of particular conservational or
scientific value, they would have to be sur-
veyed and characterized thoroughly first; the
proposed demands were for encyclopedic
description.36 In effect, before a place could be
protected against purposeful or inadvertent
damage by scientists and their logistical sup-
port teams, it would have to be studied exten-
sively, which could have its own environmen-
tal impacts. The United States has done little
local mapping or ecological reconnaissance in
Antarctica; its concentration has been on ba-
sic research.

Ultimately, proposals for protection of a
few tiny sites in the Palmer area went forward
to SCAR's machinery and were blocked, "noted
with interest", and referred back to the United
States with the suggestion that they be incor-
porated into a draft "Antarctic Protected Area"
proposal.3 1 Meanwhile, no international regu-
latory mechanisms were in place to deter
tourism at Palmer, nor did the United States
have regulations in effect to establish station
safety and environmental rules or to make
visits to Palmer conditional on compliance with
safety and environmental regulations.

The Palmer planning workshop promised
by the Marine Mammal Commission was held
in early November 1988 under a handicap
common in Antarctic work: lack of adequate
mapping. The only charts available were old
and inconsistent, with warnings of their inac-
curacies of location and scale.38 The region's
only location where reasonably accurate coor-
dinates have been determined by satellite is a
point39 at Palmer Station.
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The workshop's participants identified sev-
eral sites of pending research interest, drew a
rectangle on a couple of those unreliable charts,
and called for general environmental precau-
tions within the rectangle and limited access
and special precautions at specific sites. The
basis for the rectangle, which included south-
west Anvers Island and nearby small islands
and rocks, was given as "ecological perspec-
tive,"40 and the geodetic references for this
rectangle was to coordinates taken from maps
described on their face as unreliable.4 1 The
workshop report explained that several fea-
tures of interest are within that rectangle, but
there was no further explanation. 42

The pressures of tourism and the conse-
quent hazards did not cease. On January 28,
1989, the Argentine Navy supply-and-tourist
vessel, Bahia Paraiso, left Palmer Station at
high speed through rocky waters and ran hard
aground, spilling oil into areas for which the
U.S. Antarctic Program had sought site pro-
tection because of their importance to environ-
mental research. The ship sank, continuing to
ooze oil.43

In September 1989, SCAR's environmen-
tal specialists blocked an Antarctic Protected
Area proposal for the Palmer Station area.
Their official comments included the following:
"It was felt by some members that there was a
lack of clarity in the concept of [Antarctic
Protected Areas]. Problems arose in the
application of management, whether this was
land management or the management of hu-
man activities."44 The unofficial sentiment ran
closer to the following: "[T]he U.S. proposal
was criticized most consistently because it did
not take a 'zoning' approach to management.
The discussion resulted in an unresolvable
debate about land versus human activities
management." 45

The Antarctic Treaty regulatory frame-
work into which a plan for protection of the
Palmer Station area was to fit continued to
change. At their 15th regular meeting in 1989,
the consultative parties approved and recom-
mended to their respective governments the
establishment of a new site-protection cat-
egory, the multiple-use planning area (MPA). 46

The basic purposes of this category of pro-
tected sites are to bless appropriate restric-
tions and to foster coordination of activities in
order to minimize mutual interference (i.e., the
bunching of stations so close together as to
disrupt each other's research activities) and

adverse environmental effects. Each MPA
"shall be designated pursuant to a manage-
ment plan developed through consultations,
as appropriate, among interested Parties and
approved by the Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Parties."7 The consultative parties seemed to
expect that this kind of planning and regulation
would be tried only in a few places, sites
unusually vulnerable to perturbation or sites
subject to heavy, competing demands (i.e.,
from science, logistics, and tourism).

The consultative parties approach the
regulation of territory and conduct gingerlyand
indirectly, because of the background regime
(sometimes overlapping, sometimes conflict-
ing claims; differences on amenability to claims;
and commitment through the Antarctic Treaty
not to assert or derogate claims). These
parties do not impose international or multina-
tional regulation. Rather, they typically agree
to permit and even to encourage the several
parties that may be involved in an Antarctic
area to settle local operational problems them-
selves. As in other matters under the Antarctic
Treaty, the arrangement leaves enforcement
to each of the countries involved, with the
understanding that the states active in the
region may make rules for their own stations'
and have jurisdiction over their own nationals,
ships, and airplanes.

Certain common-sense rules for the
design of MPAs should follow from these
unusual political and juridical circumstances.
An MPA management plan should not appear
to be an assertion of control on the part of any
one country. Further, an MPA management
plan should be identified with a region and not
with an individual station. Also, an MPA
management plan should be for the coopera-
tive, independent national regulation of
conduct, not of territory.

The United States rewrote its draft Palmer
Station area protection plan, redesignated it
as a plan for a southwest Anvers Island MPA
(ratherthan call it a Palmer plan),49 and planned
to present it directly to the Antarctic Treaty
consultative parties for approval at their
October 1991 meeting in Bonn.

Although claimant countries simply re-
gard the areas of their claims as domestic
territory when they face legal issues that are
not international in character, the United States
as a non-claimant and non-recognizer cannot
do so when dealing with its areas of operation.
The United States thus has the problem of how
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to establish a local environmental protection
regime in the Palmer Station area consistent
with its foreign policy position absent any
territorial basis for doing so. The United States
has resolved this matter by proposing interna-
tional consensus regulation not of a specific
region but of behavior within that territory. This
comes close to being a legal fiction, asserting
a property-related right without asserting or
derogating a property right. Nevertheless, it is
a source of law and a basis of jurisdiction, and,
in turn, is a rationale for U.S. legislation and
regulation asserting carefully limited jurisdic-
tion over behavior with reference to place but
not over the place itself.

However, prohibiting potentially damag-
ing behavior in a specific place is not a legally
sufficient precaution. There must also be
enforcement provisions. "To enforce ...
without the sanction of punishment is
obviously impossible."50

The general approach in Antarctica has
been to trust each state to enforce the norms
of the regime with respect to its own nationals
and to enforce its own station rules. The
regime has not dealt with the foreseeable
practical problems that arise from the neces-
sity of enforcing such norms and rules against
non-nationals. The Antarctic Treaty obligates
its parties to dissuade non-parties from con-
duct contrary to the regime's principles and
purposes, but the issues are not quite the
same.

The U.S. proposal for an MPA covering
southwest Anvers Island and vicinity declared:

To minimize the potential for cumula-
tive environmental impact and mutual
interference, the United States plans
to regulate the activities of its nation-
als, and requests that other Antarctic
Treaty Parties regulate activities of
their nationals in the identified areas
according to the general and site-
specific provisions noted below.51

The United States is thus able to regulate
the behavior of U.S. nationals at its sites in the
Antarctic, but this is not enough. Can the
United States then use its legal machinery to
compel compliance? In other words, could a
U.S. prosecution for violation of an accepted
legal norm of the Antarctic regime survive in a
U.S. court?

The threshold tests include due process

considerations, and a critically important due
process test is whether the statute or regula-
tion is arbitrary and capricious.52

Here the Palmer Station area plan as of
mid-1 991 was at its weakest in two ways. The
plan did not specify the boundaries of its
coverage with even minimal precision and
failed to offer a basis for the boundaries pro-
posed. As proposed, the plan would proscribe
certain environmentally harmful behaviorwithin
a rectangular area described by geodetic
coordinates on some of the few nautical charts
compiled in the region. The mapping is so
inadequate, however, that the proposed area
might as well not be referenced. 53

Although the plan's supporting documen-
tation offered various justifications for environ-
mental precautions in the area and the need
for precautions at a few specific sites is self-
evident or nearly so, neither the plan nor its
supporting documentation offered any basis
for the proposed specific boundaries of the
area to be protected. The plan would have
established legal norms for behavior in
protected areas but did not state reasonably
what areas are to be protected or why certain
behavior would be unacceptable inside the
established boundaries, but acceptable
outside of them.

The NSF perceived a substantial threat
posed by tourism and tour ships in the Palmer
Station area and sought help from the
scientific community. But that community's
procedures for protecting special sites were
inadequate. Experts in the scientific
community failed to consider either the urgent
need for practical precautionary measures or
the basic legal issues involved, primarily those
of enforceability.

Environmental Assessment
Civil engineering and logistical planning

inevitably require awareness of the local envi-
ronment; they do not necessarily entail pur-
poseful anticipation of the possible range of
consequences of environmental modification.
In its conduct of the U.S. Antarctic Program
the National Science Foundation has not
intentionally sought to despoil the environ-
ment to which it sends scientists to study. It
has made various attempts to minimize the
local environmental impacts of its Antarctic
presence.5 4 Such impacts are discrete and
localized and in other geographic locations
would be mostly inconsequential. In Antarc-
tica, however, environmental disturbances can
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have both political and scientific impacts. Vis-
ible pollution can bring the Antarctic Treaty
regime into disrepute, and even small anthro-
pogenic perturbations can undercut the valid-
ity of research intended to understand both the
Antarctic environment and its roles in global
processes.55 Good intentions notwithstand-
ing, the NSF's Division of Polar Programs has
run its logistics operation without regard to the
legal requirements incident to their efforts to
contain environmental damage in the
Antarctic.

These requirements were set forth in the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA)56 and Executive Order No. 12,114,
promulgated in 1979 to ensure the conduct of
NEPA processes for U.S. government activi-
ties abroad. The Foundation has contended in
recent years that it is the executive order
rather than NEPA that applies to them, but has
also observed that there is no practical differ-
ence.58 The U.S. District Court for the District
of Columbia ruled on Aug. 29, 1991 that the
executive order, not NEPA, governs environ-
mental assessment in the U.S. Antarctic Pro-
gram.59 The ruling dismissed a suit by the
Environmental Defense Fund in a controversy
involving the incineration of waste. Legislation
was already pending that would explicitly make
NEPA applicable abroad. 0 Antarctic Treaty
consultative recommendations similarly call
for deliberate efforts to anticipate the environ-
mental consequences of Antarctic projects.61

Whether through NEPA or through
Executive Order No. 12,114, U.S. law requires
the NSF to consider the possible environmen-
tal impacts of its proposed Antarctic activities.
Although which standard applies may be
immaterial from the standpoint of the agency's
obligation to look before it leaps, the question
is important to outsiders seeking to enforce
standards of environmental conduct. A
private party can sue, with difficulty, for NEPA
enforcement, but it is much more difficult for
private individuals to win court enforcement of
an executive order.

The executive order additionally obligates
the agency to respect host-regime law, which
as yet is soft. The problem of Antarctic Treaty
consultative measures that are facially only
"recommended" and that remain un-
implemented by domestic legislation contin-
ues. One way or another, the NSF is obligated
to anticipate the environmental consequences
of its Antarctic activities, and its compliance
has been desultory at best.

The NEPA process, which is also part of
the executive order, is simple. The first step is
environmental assessment, the determination
of whether a proposed action might signifi-
cantly affect the environment. Unless the
environmental assessment results in a finding
of no significant impact, the proposed action
and alternative actions are to be formally
reviewed for possible environmental impacts,
and outside views are to be sought. Draft
environmental impact statements are to be
circulated for public comment and for com-
ment by other federal agencies that might be
interested in the proposed action. The propos-
ing agency can then reach its decision to go
ahead, modify the proposal, pick an alterna-
tive (also subject to impact study), or abandon
the idea altogether.62 The proposing agency of
course must have procedures for determining
which proposed actions require environmental
assessment and which proposed actions can
be excluded categorically.63 This is a look-
before-you-leap law, not a don't-leap law.

In the early 1970s the NSF arranged for
an environmental impact study of the pending
international Ross Ice Shelf Project, which
was to involve drilling.64 Otherwise, the NSF
has not preceded its Antarctic activity commit-
ments with environmental assessments or
impact studies.

The NSF promulgated NEPA procedures
regulations for itself in 1980.66 A few months
latertheagency issued a general environmen-
tal impact statement for the program as a
whole.66 A month before the public release of
its programmatic impact statement, and with-
out public notice, the Division ordered most of
the program excluded from further environ-
mental analysis. The categorical exclusions
established by Division memoranda included
transportation, construction, fuel handling and
storage, waste disposal, and scientific activi-
ties, including the collection of geologic speci-
mens, detonation of explosives, drilling,
collection of biological specimens, and use of
radioisotopes.6 7 A decade later the NSF's
general counsel urged that the agency comply
with the executive order's procedural require-
ments "in the spirit in which they were in-
tended" and "prepare appropriate environmen-
tal documents for major federal actions signifi-
cantly affecting the Antarctic environment."68

Notwithstanding the program's array of
construction and transportation projects, the
Division neither conducted nor arranged for
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environmental assessments until the late
1980s, when it conducted assessments for
two McMurdo Station projects to which the
agency had already committed itself. These
were a new science laboratory and wastewa-
ter-management changes. Both assessments
resulted in findings of no significant impact.69

In 1989 the Division hired the Department of
Energy's Oak Ridge National Laboratory to
update the 1980 programmatic environmental
impact statement.70 A draft supplemental en-
vironmental impact statement was completed
in December 1990.7'

On July 9, 1990, the Division reported its
plan to fund a workshop on Antarctic environ-
mental management and assessment, to be
held by the International Council of Managers
of National Antarctic Programs.72 The follow-
ing day, the NSF's proposed regulations for
implementing Executive Order No. 12,114 in
the U.S. Antarctic Program were published.
Among the proposed categorical exclusions
were transportation, fuel handling and storage
at current stations, and construction "involving
interior remodelling and renovation of perma-
nent and temporary facilities within existing
stations, field camps, and bases ....

The Antarctic Program has been sending
mixed messages concerning environmental
impact assessment.7 4 Program participants
are instructed as follows:

All persons in the U.S. Antarctic
Program must consider constantly the
environmental consequences of both
personal conduct and official deci-
sions.

For some planned actions, some
level of environmental assessment
may be required. . . . [C]hanges in
plan must be considered, too. The
effort to assess environmental impact
is minor compared to the possible
consequences of not doing it. . . .1

The program's Environmental Protection
Agenda emphasizes impact assessment,76 and
the program's director informed Congress that
the Environmental Protection Agenda is the
"backbone of USAP[U.S. Antarctic Program]'s
antarctic environmental policy .... .""

As late as October 1991 this policy en-
dorsement had yet to be put into practice. NSF
still had not promulgated environmental
impact assessment regulations for the

program. They were postponed until 1992.

The agency did inaugurate an informal
system of internal notifications of plans and
projects of possible environmental concern,
and between October 23, 1989, and June 27,
1991 the Division of Polar Programs produced
29 internal notifications ("environmental
action memoranda") or related documents.7 9

The subjects include installation of an experi-
mental runway, landfill materials, wastewater
dispersion, and placement of fuel tanks. None
of these memoranda had triggered any full
impact study.

The Environmental Protection Agenda
and legal review notwithstanding, the man-
agement of the Division of Polar Programs
apparently has regarded environmental as-
sessment as an arbitrary burden. In ruling that
the executive order rather than NEPA was the
domestic source of the NSF's Antarctic Pro-
gram environmental assessment obligations,
the district court observed:

[T]he Court does note that many
of the problems that have arisen in the
present action could have been
avoided had NSF not attempted to
mix and match portions of NEPA and
the Executive Order in concluding that
building the incinerators would not
have a significant effect on the envi-
ronment. Further, the Court is troubled
by NSF's response that Antarctica is
not ecologically critical to EDF's com-
ments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Assessment."

Waste Disposal
Executive Order No. 12,08811 governs

control of pollution from U.S. Government
facilities and generally requires these facilities
to comply with local standards, including appli-
cable provisions of federal law. The Depart-
ment of State has taken the position that the
host regime in this instance is the Antarctic
Treaty and that the U.S. Antarctic Program
must conform not only to Federal statutes that
apply abroad but also at least to the standards
set forth in Antarctic Treaty consultative rec-
ommendations. 2

Until recently, the Antarctic Treaty con-
sultative standard was a loose, prescriptive
Code of Conduct83 geared primarily to very
small operations. The Code directed parties to
flush most liquids to the sea, to incinerate
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solids if possible, and to dump noncombustibles
at sea. The Code provided inadequate guid-
ance for the logistics of a substantial science
enterprise, and at the request of the Antarctic
Treaty consultative parties SCAR reviewed
thesubject. Responding to a survey by SCAR's
Panel of Experts on Waste Disposal, the NSF
commented:

Waste-management situations
differ. The desirability of technologies
for mitigation of . . . impacts differs
with scale, the local environment, ac-
cess to transport, and the environ-
mental and economic costs of alter-
natives...

The current Code recommends
specific waste-disposal procedures
rather than results. These recom-
mended procedures do not take
account of the wide variety of operat-
ing situations in the Antarctic, do not
address questions of subsequent dis-
posal, and do not lend themselves to
measurement of performance. Nor
do they suggest the importance of
compliance or imply any scale of
environmental consequence of non-
compliance. The recommended
procedures are not of comparable im-
portance and may not always be opti-
mal for environmental protection...

An international waste-disposal
policy ... must encourage construc-
tive behavior despite the lack of the
kinds of enforcement mechanisms that
apply to narrowly written statutes and
ordinances in domestic law. It should
encourage the trust that fosters good
international relations. This is more
likely to be achieved by the encour-
agement of good-faith efforts, progress
reports, consultations, and informa-
tion exchanges than by stating that a
specified item should be put here or
there.. .84

The NSF proposed an amendment along
these lines, the principles of which were in-
cluded in the SCAR panel's recommendations
and were adopted by the Antarctic Treaty
consultative parties at their 1989 meeting."'
The new code emphasizes environmental pro-
tection in waste-disposal methods and minimi-
zation of waste generation, and it forces Ant-
arctic operators to look at what they do. The
code requires each government conducting

Antarctic activities to prepare and annually
update waste-management plans (including
waste reduction and storage and disposal for
field camps generally and for each fixed sta-
tion specifically) and for annual exchange of
these documents among these governments,
and it brings logisticians into the environmen-
tal advisory process.86

Well in advance of the tallying of other
governments' approval of the recommenda-
tion, the Foundation accepted it as part of its
policy framework and initiated planning, reme-
dial, and new waste-disposal measures
accordingly.87 The consultative parties agreed
in their June 1991 Madrid meeting on compre-
hensive environmental protection that they
would reiterate these waste management
principles and simplify them slightly, in a
.proposed annex" that intended to supplant
the 1989 recommendation.

NSF Regulatory Responsibilities
The National Science Foundation has

statutory responsibility for enforcing the Ant-
arctic Conservation Act of 1978,9 for imple-
menting the Agreed Measures"o with respect
to the behavior of U.S. nationals, and for
assigning the NSF additional Antarctic con-
servation responsibilities. On the whole, the
agency has made clear its opposition to formal
regulation.

NSF responsibilities under the Act
include the establishment and administration
of a permit system, a hurdle that applicants
would have to clear before being allowed to
enter protected sites or being allowed to
interfere with native Antarctic plants and ani-
mals. The agency established the permit
system" and has enforced it vigorously.92

The statute authorized the NSF to desig-
nate pollutants to be regulated. This the
agency had not yet done at the end of 1990.
The NSF's first step here was a 1990 proposal
to seek expert opinion on the subject.93

The NSF waited until 1989 to establish
procedures for enforcing the Antarctic Con-
servation Act94 except by granting or withhold-
ing permits. However, having finally estab-
lished general enforcement procedures, the
NSF has not appeared to use them.95 In a
periodic letter to U.S. Antarctic Program par-
ticipants, the director of the Division of Polar
Programs reported that "a graduate student
violated NSF requirements for packing and
shipping hazardous materials when he was
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leaving McMurdo" and that "NSF advised his
university of the incident, and the university
informed the student that he will not be a
member of the field team in Antarctica this
season."96 In promulgating its enforcement
regulations, including provision for complaint
and hearing, the agency had said that its
procedures were intended to cover the "full
range" of Antarctic Conservation Act enforce-
ment proceedings. 97

The one Federal court that has consid-
ered the issue of Federal science-sponsoring
agencies' application of extralegal sanctions
failed to find that the suspected scientist had
been deprived of due process and equal
protection but found the agency's conduct
unlawful under the Administrative Procedure
Act.98 In accord with interim procedures
announced but never formally promulgated
under the Administrative Procedure Act, the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) had placed
the scientist on an alert list to warn granting
agencies that he was under investigation for
possible misconduct. Because the dispute
involved an active grant, the court acknowl-
edged the scientist's and his university's stand-
ing to sue. The liberty and property interests
of the scientist and university in possible future
grants were found insufficient to implicate due
process and equal protection clauses. But the
court found the interim procedures followed by
the NIH invalid because theywere not properly
promulgated.

Asked directly in 1989 whether the United
States had fined anyone for "trespassing in a
penguin breeding area or other environmen-
tally sensitive area," the NSF told Congress:

No individual U.S. citizens have
been fined. One individual, a non-
U.S. citizen, was censured by his host
university after the NSF informed the
university that he had transported a
penguin skin from the Antarctic.

Several individuals have received
reprimands for technical violations of
the NSF regulations but no fines have
been levied yet.99

Arguably, the Antarctic Conservation Act
and the NSF's regulations under the Act do not
apply to U.S. Antarctic Program research grant-
ees and their assistants. Other agency regu-
lations govern procedures for misconduct in
research. Research misconduct includes fail-
ure to comply with material legal requirements

governing research. 100 Both sets of regula-
tions provide specific enforcement procedures,
which include notice and opportunity to be
heard. They do not provide for summary
debarment of grantees or members of their
teams.

The NSF has made clear its preference
for informality over regulation. A Division
official praised "self-regulation" by operators
of Antarctic tours,'01 although no data are
available to indicate whether Antarctic tourism
normally does or does not adversely and
significantly affect local ecosystems.102 In an
experimental program, the Division arranged
for conservation observers on tour ships. One
observer delivered a glowing report.'03

Another reported that the program worked well
with the exception of two incidents involving
foreign nationals. No details were given, but
had U.S. nationals "done the same thing they
would have been in clear violation" of the
Antarctic Conservation Act."04

The Division's recent environmental policy
plans speak of both strict enforcement and
informality, but the text of the proposal is
confusing. At one point the agency declares,
"[T]he USAP would strictly enforce the Antarc-
tic Conservation Act, would consider develop-
ing additional policies on the conduct of U.S.
tourism in Antarctica, and would develop and
implement a tourism management plan. The
policies and plans would be based on existing
voluntary guidelines .. 1. " At another point
the agency summarizes the same position as:
"Tourist visits would continue under voluntary
guidelines; USAP would continue to also de-
velop policies on tourism and a tourism man-
agement plan for all stations."' 06

The NSF delayed promulgating Antarctic
Conservation Act regulations. In a matter
involving the Antarctic Conservation Act, the
NSF went outside its own procedural regula-
tions for enforcement. The NSF has yet to
accept the broad regulatory role that the Ant-
arctic Conservation Act has assigned to it and
that changing Antarctic circumstances render
increasingly important.

Ill. CONCLUSIONS
U.S. Antarctic Program experience pre-

sents a picture of inconsistent responses to
the challenges of Antarctic environmental regu-
lation.

When the U.S. Antarctic Program
expressed concern for site protection and
sought help from the larger scientific commu-
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nity, that community failed to respond
efficiently or effectively.. The overriding
assumption of the Antarctic Treaty consulta-
tive recommendations governing the designa-
tion of special sites for protection is that the
scientific community, being sensitive to envi-
ronmental issues, will readily identify environ-
mental protection problems and will
recommend logical protective measures. The
experience is that the machinery is slow,
encyclopedic rather than efficient, and not
necessarily effective. Both internationally and
nationally, the scientific community has been
insensitive to the practical problems and legal
prerequisites of enforceability. The Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research and its
national committees may wish to consider
streamlining their procedures and require-
ments, and Antarctic Treaty governments may
wish to invite and consider site protection
recommendations not only from SCAR but
also from national Antarctic research program
managers and legal advisors. The National
Science Foundation still has the opportunity to
promulgate formal rules for its station
personnel and visitors.

As late as October 1991, the Foundation
had yet to establish regulations for environ-
mental assessment to determine which of its
proposed Antarctic activities ought to be sub-
jected to a complete impact study. The
agency's proposed environmental assessment
regulations categorically excluded significant
sources of environmental problems. Whether
bound by the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969, or by Executive Order No. 12114
of 1978, and notwithstanding the Antarctic
Treaty consultative recommendations on this
subject, as of mid-1991 the NSF had yet to
conduct an environmental assessment or to
begin an impact study for any construction,
demolition, or transportation project to which it
had not already committed itself. The agency's
behavior in this regard indicates the absence

of effective sanctions.

Facing political pressure to clean up its
long-accumulated Antarctic mess and facing
the prospect of a new and tougher waste
disposal code, the Division directly involved
itself on the side of realism. Responding to a
SCAR survey that would lead to a proposed
new code, the Division made its own propos-
als. One result is a proposed code that
emphasizes periodic planning and progress
reports and performance criteria rather than
broad and possibly inappropriate technologi-
cal prescriptions. The Antarctic Treaty does
not and cannot provide for penalties. But to
find that an Antarctic station is not complying
is insufficient. Here the new process promises
to force the countries that are active in Antarc-
tica to pay collective attention to the problem.
They have obligated themselves to look at
their situations specifically rather than in gen-
eral terms and to be candid with one another.

The NSF's failure to face the breadth and
due process requirements of its own Antarctic
regulatory responsibilities has long been evi-
dent. The agency's management sooner or
later may have to deal with legal consequences
of proceeding informally and may wish to
consider separating enforcement from opera-
tional responsibilities.

The U.S. Antarctic Program's environ-
mental conduct suggests the need for in-
creased realism and a greater focus on legal
issues in the Antarctic Treaty consultative
process and related science advisory machin-
ery. The Program's experience also suggests
the need for stronger regulation by the NSF
and stronger Executive and Legislative over-
sight of the NSF.
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